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Executive Orders Requiring New
Safety Protocols Against COVID19 for Federal Contractors and
COVID-19 Vaccination
Requirements for Federal
Employees
Executive Order requires agencies to implement
requirement for COVID-19 vaccination for all Federal
Employees and Safety Protocols for Federal
Contractors
On September 9, 2021, President Biden issued two Executive Orders
relating to COVID-19 safety protocols. The first Executive Order applies
to Federal contractors. It does not specifically require that employees of
Federal contractors must receive the COVID-19 vaccine to contract with
the Federal government, but it does require certain safety protocols. The
second Executive Order requires all federal employees be vaccinated.
The Executive Order on Ensuring Adequate COVID Safety Protocols for
Federal Contractors requires that federal contracts and contract-like
instruments described in the Order include a new clause containing safety
protocols. These obligations also flow down to lower-tier federal
subcontracts. These protocols incorporate guidance from the Safer
Federal Workforce Task Force (“Task Force”) on COVID-19 safeguards,
which seeks to “ensur[e] that Federal contractors and subcontractors are
adequately protected from COVID-19” to “bolster economy and efficiency
in Federal procurement.” By September 24, 2021, the Task Force must
issue additional guidance for this new clause, including definitions of
relevant terms for both contractors and subcontractors, explanations of
protocols to ensure compliance with workplace safety guidance, and a
discussion of any exceptions to its guidance.
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By October 8, 2021, the Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council must amend the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(“FAR”) to require inclusion into solicitations and contracts of the new safety protocols clause and to take initial steps
to implement policy to acquisition offices for use of the clause. Also, on October 8, 2021, Federal agencies must
take steps to include the new clause into contracts and contract-like instruments that are not subject to the FAR.
The Order applies to all new contracts and contract-like instruments issued on or after October 15, 2021, as well as
extensions, renewals, and options exercised in existing contracts and contract-like instruments whether or not they
are subject to the FAR. If agencies issue a solicitation before October 15, 2021, and enter into a new contract or
contract-like instrument within 30 days of that effective date, agencies are strongly encouraged to apply the new
safety protocols, but extensions, renewals, or options exercised for those contracts and contract-like instruments
must include the safety protocols clause. Further, for existing contracts and contract-like instruments and
solicitations issued between the date of the Executive Order and October 15, 2021, agencies are strongly
encouraged to ensure that the safety protocols in those contracts are consistent with the requirements of the new
clause.
For the second Executive Order issued pursuant to sections 3301, 3302, and 7301 of title 5 of the U.S. Code
(authorizing the President to form rules for individuals in civil service, competitive service, and the conduct of
executive branch employees, respectively), all Federal agencies must implement a program requiring COVID-19
vaccination for all Federal employees, with exceptions only as required by law. The President has required the Task
Force to issue guidance for all Federal agencies (i.e. Executive Agencies as defined in 5 U.S.C. § 105, excluding the
Government Accountability Office) on agency implementation of this requirement, within seven days of the date of
the Executive Order. Although the Executive Order applies the definition of the term “employee” as found in 5 U.S.C.
§ 2105 (including an employee paid from non-appropriated funds), it does not identify the legal exceptions that may
apply whereby a Federal employee may not be required to get the COVID-19 vaccine. We anticipate that these at
the least will mirror the vaccine exceptions in the private sector, such as those to accommodate a disability and/or a
sincerely held religious belief.
King & Spalding will be monitoring for its clients the guidance from the Task Force as well as Federal Agencies and
the FAR Council’s implementation of that guidance into the new safety protocols clause.
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